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The new challenge

That language depends
on specific brain activity
is well known since at
least the XIX century.                 

Tantan’s brain

The new question
is whether the specific
format of the syntactic
rules depends on it as well.



What is special about the brain.

The fundamental
distinctions among stimuli
cannot be expressed
quantitatively, as opposed
to other organs. 

The major example is the 
distinction between
sentences and all other
sequences of words.   



“There is no denying that
language is sometimes used
to communicate.

However, this should not
lead to the apparently common 
fallacy that the design              
of language can be inferred
reverse-engineering style      
from this single functional
perspective.”

Against reverse engineering



A premise.
Understanding reality.

Sometimes, a possible strategy to 
understand reality, namely what is
possible, one can approach the 
symmetric question and try to understand
why something is impossible.



Impossible languages.

The class of possible human languages 
can be characterized by exploring the 
impact of the complementary set, namely 
impossible languages, on the brain.



Two distinct perspectives.

Where do neurons fire?
What do neurons fire?



Part One: 
The “where problem”
and the enigma                                       
of impossible languages.



The discovery of impossible rules.

“Language variation is 
constrained in severe 
and systematic ways”

(Luigi Rizzi BBS, 2005)



A philosophical prejudice.

“A biological investigation into 
language must seem 
paradoxical as it is so widely 
assumed that languages 
consist of arbitrary, cultural 
conventions.”

(Lenneberg 1967)

Eric Kandel’s 5° edition



When technology imposes the method

To study brain activity by 
measuring blood perfusion we
must at least compare two
distinct activities (subtraction) 
or two different moments of 
the same activity (parametric
analysis) (cf. Friston 1996).



The new vision: 

“[L]anguages [can] differ from each other without 
limit and in unpredictable ways." [Readings in 
Linguistics I p. 96]”

(Joos, 1957)

“Language is a set of specific values for parameters in 
an invariant system of principles”

(Noam Chomsky)



The “paleontological” explanation
One possible
(uninteresting) 
eplanation is to 
assume that
similarities arise
from the common 
origin of the 
individual of our
species.



Learning impossible languages.

A group of monolingual German speakers was taught «micro 
Italian» including recursive vs. non recursive rules and the 
results were analysed with fMRI. 



Impossible syntax and the brain.

Blood flow in 
Broca’s area

Accuracy

Possible rules

Impossible rules

Broca’s area



The activation
rCBF of Broca’s
area augmented
when the accuracy
of possible rules
increased, whereas
it diminuished
when the accuracy
of impossible rules
increased. 

Italian



To exclude that the typological similarity played a significant
role, another group of monolingual German speakers was taught
«micro Japanese» including recursive vs. non recursive rules. 

Learning impossible languages.



Japanese
There is no difference
with respect to 
Italian, reducing
typological factors to 
the minimum.        
The only thing that
mattered was
hierarchical recursive 
vs. linear order rules.



• Lexical semantics was factored
out by exploiting pseudowords.
• The subjects had to discover.     
the rules by themselves.

Possible vs. impossible 
rules without meaning.
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Summary: the relevance of the where-
problem and Lenneberg’s caveat.

The absence of non-recursive languages cannot
be considered a mere historical accident
nor «an arbitrary or cultural convention» 
because linear rules do not activate language
networks which of course cannot be 
conventionally controlled.



Part Two: 

The “what problem”
and the strange case                     of 

unspoken language.



Wittgenstein’s Problem or a language
without externalization.

“Is it conceivable that people should never 
speak an audible language, but should 
nevertheless talk to themselves inwardly,         
in the imagination?”

(Wittgenstein Ph. I. 1953, 344)



A not so trivial fact: inner speech

Why do we need to evoke the sound 
of a word (the signifier) when we    
do not communicate it to anyone? 

After all there is nothing in /′gla:s/ or 
/bik′kjere/ that pertains to the object 
signified.



Externalization vs. Sound representation.

Externalization is a modality independent ancillary
non-optimal motor process making the structures built
by a binary compositional operation (unbounded
Merge) available to senses and communication.

Sound representation is different from externalization
and it consists on the fact that acoustic information (as
opposed to motor planning) is present in the 
electrophysiological activity of the brain in dedicated
networks during both perception and production.



From a physical point of view language consists
of waves: air waves (sound) outside us or 
electric waves (neural activity) inside us.

Two types of waves.



A simple paradigm

16 Subjects were asked to 
read the same words
presented at the same pace 
first aloud and then
silently. We measured the 
activity in non-acoustic
Broca’s area. 



Awake Surgery Procedures.

Awake surgery procedures allow to interfere with and to 
measure the electric cortical activity during cognitive 
tasks.



Acoustic vs. electric signals

Audio signal & envelope: Its acoustic waveform with the corresponding envelopes (positive 
and negative) outlined in red and green, respectively. Audio signal time expansion: An 
expanded acoustic waveform and envelopes of the section comprised among the two vertical
lines. Electrode: the corresponding ECoG trace recorded from one electrode positioned in the 
area of speech arrest. Filtered envelope: The corresponding positive envelope (red trace) of 
the 2,750–3,250-Hz audio band. Filtered electrode: The corresponding ECoG filtered in a 
selected frequency band (2–8 Hz). The x axis of all of the above signals represents time in 
seconds (t[s]).



The cross-correlation between
electric waves (ECoG) and sound 
waves in non-acoustic areas
during 50 sec of silent and aloud
reading yields strong similarity. 

The sound is represented in the 
electric waves of non-acoustic
areas even when no sound is
emitted.
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Magrassi et al. Fig. 2

Reading aloud (frontal) Reading aloud (parietal)

Pushing the button (frontal) Reading silently (frontal)
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Magrassi et al. Fig. 2

Reading aloud (frontal) Reading aloud (parietal)

Pushing the button (frontal) Reading silently (frontal)

First result: the  “sound of thought”.



Second result: a surprising anticipation

!

The resulting cross-correlation of the filtered positive sound 
envelope and filtered ECoG. Δt[s]: Time differential in seconds
between the ECoG and the audio trace; in the present example, 
the correlation maximum occurs when the ECoG anticipates the 
start of sound of about 170 ms. The average was 245 ms.



Third result: toward neurosyntax.

The number of electrodes which 
correlates with sound depends on 
whether the stimulus is a word or a 
sentence, a distinction which can 
only be defined theoretically.

Since number of correlating 
electrodes is smaller with sentences, 
one possibility is that part of the 
electric information is exploited for 
syntactic structures.



Summary: on the what-problem

The analysis of inner speech reveals that sound 
is represented in the higher language areas 
(Broca’s area) even when no sound is emitted 
offering us a hint to decipher the syntactic code.



(Immediate) applications.

• It can be exploited to help patients with peripheric
language impairment (anarthria).

• It can be exploited to acces verbal thoughts people do 
not want to reveal.

• It can be exploited to decipher the electrophysiological
code conveying syntactic information.



New questions and speculations

1. Why are phonetic representations present during inner speech?
2. Why are phonetic representations present in non-acoustic areas?
3. Since linearization take place before externalization when does it start?
4. What happens in a born-deaf person’s Broca’s area during inner speech?
5. What happens during dreaming?
6. Do animals have inner speech?
7. How does the presence of sound representation influence grammar?



A view forward.
Toward Neurosyntax.



What we cannot do

We now know that even in non-acoustic areas sound is 
always represented in verbal thinking even during inner 
speech. This makes it impossible to access pure syntax, i.e. 
syntax without sound, by simply recording inner speech.

Is there an alternative way to disentangle sound from 
syntax?



Omophonous phrases
Natural languages      
may contain segments       
with same sound          
and different syntax.

/le′kjeze/

Giovanni vide le    chiese
(Giovanni saw  the churches)
Giovanni le      chiese  tutte

(Giovanni them asked  all)



Excluding suprasegmental clues

To exclude suprasegmental 
and prosodical clues,        
for each pair we copied   
one acoustic segment       
and substituted it to the 
other: the brain received 
exactly the same physical 
imput



Stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG).
«Stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG)  was 
developed by Talairach and Bancaud in Paris in 
the late 1950s. Subsequently, the Talairach 
methodology was adopted at a number of 
additional centers in Europe and Canada. 
Technical aspects remained essentially unchanged 
for the following 30 years. Only in the last two 
decades, because of advancements in image 
guided surgery systems, robotics, and computer-
aided planning, use of SEEG has become more 
widespread, and reports describing these new 
developments have been published.»

Centro "Claudio Munari"         
per la Chirurgia dell'Epilessia      
e del Parkinson
Ospedale Niguarda, Milano.



The experimental paradigm.

In the remaining 10 subjects, a total 
of 164 electrodes were implanted 
(median 16.5 range 13-19), 
corresponding to 2186 recording 
contacts (median 210; range 168-
272); 242 contacts were considered 
«responsive» (i.e. such that they 
exhibited a significantly different 
response according to whether 
the homophonous phrases were VPs 
or NPs).

23 patients enrolled in the study; 13 were excluded because no explored 
recording contact showed a task-related significant activation or for other 
clinical reasons.



Electrophysiological correlates
of VP vs. NP.

VPs are distinct from NPs and sound information 
is completely factored-out.                              

The high Gamma power (150-300Hz) is 
significantly and specifically higher for Cl+V 
segment with respect to Art+N. Notice that this   
is not just true for the N/V contrast but also for 
the Cl/Art one. 



Linguistics and neurobiology:             
a unified perspective

Brain studies prove that «impossible languages» are biologically
constrained and that sound representation is deeply entangled in 
linguistic structures: none of these results were possible unless
linguistics and neurobiology were able to converge.



Gra
zie

«Those things about which                  
we cannot theorise, we must narrate» 
(U.Eco)



Thank you


